
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 30 Dec. 2022 

Compiled Fri. 30 Dec. 2022 12:01am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

 

NESARA/GESARA  

Quantum Financial System Gold Standard 

Announcements Imminent 

 

Pentagon Secrets Revealed 

USA/China Peace 

Back Again 45 

Keep Track Of Time 

America Great BIG EVENT SOON 

…President Q 

 

“Humanity is being held hostage by the New World Order. This is a dark reality in which we 

were heading if we don't stop this madness now. It's important to be conscious of the 4D Dark 

Side so we don't go there.” 

…GreatAwakeningWorld Q + Trump 

 

“It is a troubling sign when the Elite start preparing for doomsday and right now, the Elite 

appear to be quietly preparing for disaster.”  

…John Durham 

 

“When you realize the dollar sign is the Serpent and Staff of the Medical profession, as well as a 

symbol for the Vatican, it tells you something.” 



…A Patriot 

 

“Battle Hymn of the Republic” 

"Battle Hymn of the Republic" w/ the Mormon Tabernacle Choir LIVE from West Point | West 

Point Band - Bing video 

In 1911 the Tabernacle Choir at Temple Square first performed for a president of the United 

States. The Choir has performed for an additional nine presidents since. It was President Reagan 

who crowned the Choir as “America‟s Choir.” 

“At my first inauguration as US President I wanted very much to reignite the Fires of Liberty 

and re-inspire the American Spirit. No one sings the anthems of America quite like the 

Tabernacle Choir. The singing was a highlight of our inauguration. I‟m sure I speak for all 

Americans when I say thank you for saying so well what all of us feel about this Land of the Free 

and Home of the Brave. There is no more inspirational moment for any American than to hear 

the Choir sing, „Glory, Glory, Hallelujah, His Truth is Marching On.‟” 

 

Judy Note: 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. SCOTUS Update, Juan O Savin and Loy Brunson: Juan O Savin 

SCOTUS Update Dec 29! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 As the Alliance remained in charge and finished their mass arrests of Global Elites 

throughout the world including cleaning up the DC Swamp, you need to get ready for 

Gold Standard, NESARA/GESARA and Quantum Financial System (QFS) 

Announcements, after which we would see the Global Currency Reset (GCR/RV). 

 The new QFS was up and running, has already been tested and was on over 3,000 low 

orbit satellites of the new StarLink Satellite System. 

 Right now all Banks worldwide were moving to (CBDCs) Central Bank Digital Currency. 

 Activation of the GCR meant that trading the Forex for profit would have little value 

as the reset stabilized currencies and the system would no longer be subject to currency 

manipulation by any government, or corporation. 

 Several Intel providers including Snake and Capt Kyle, were saying that everything (on 

the Global Currency Reset) was programmed to go right after Jan. 1
st
 2023 when Basel 4 

hit, along with the QFS and NESARA/ GESARA. 

 Bruce received confirmation that Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) will be notified Mon. 

afternoon 2 Jan, or Tues. before noon, with exchanges beginning Tues. afternoon 3 Jan. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Patriotic+Tabernacle+Choir&docid=608007863138328138&mid=57C65E7AC47173CDEEA457C65E7AC47173CDEEA4&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Patriotic+Tabernacle+Choir&docid=608007863138328138&mid=57C65E7AC47173CDEEA457C65E7AC47173CDEEA4&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/12/juan-o-savin-scotus-update-dec-29-must-video-3650758.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/12/juan-o-savin-scotus-update-dec-29-must-video-3650758.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/12/juan-o-savin-scotus-update-dec-29-must-video-3650758.html


A. Restored Republic Brunson Supreme Court Case Update: The Brunson Brothers were 

about to hear (possibly on Fri. 6 Jan) from the Supreme Court on their case that could take 

down the Biden Administration and all of Congress. 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. POTUS Update Did Congress honor their oaths to protect the 

Constitution when a foreign entity tried to change the vote?: Juan O Savin SCOTUS 

Update Dec 29! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 29 Dec. Juan O Savin: 12-28-22: Juan O Savin with Debbie/PrayingMantis, Loy 

Brunson, et al. - SCOTUS update: More than 50,000 letters already received! (1hr 27min) 

 Will Justice Ever Be Served? Brunson Brothers' U.S. Supreme Court Rule 11 Court 

Case 22-4007 & 22-380: https://rumble.com/v22i7qo-brunson-brothers-will-justice-ever-

be-served-brunson-brothers.html 

 Loy Brunson on the Constitution: https://youtu.be/vnSgPkbaDqk  

https://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/shofar-a-heavenly-trumpet-the-voice-of-god-on-the-

lips-of-the-brunsons/ 

 Loy Brunson 12-26-2022 interview on the Thrivetime Show: 

https://rumble.com/v22i7qo-brunson-brothers-will-justice-ever-be-served-brunson-

brothers.html 

 A Call To Action, Juan O Savin: Did you send your letters? Imagine if SCOTUS 

received one million letters from ordinary Americans. Would that indicate the pulse of 

the nation? How about if ten million students, grandmas, aunts, moms and dads sent them 

a note of encouragement? https://t.me/JenniferMac/194 

https://rumble.com/v202itp-juan-o-savin-did-you-send-your-letters.html 

 Loy Brunson SCOTUS update: more than 50,000 letters already received! 

https://rumble.com/v22stsa-loy-brunson-scotus-update-more-than-50000-letters-already-

received.html 

 Step-by-Step Instructions:  ―How do I write my two letters to the Supreme Court and 

Brunson Brothers?‖ https://rumble.com/v202itp-juan-o-savin-did-you-send-your-

letters.html 

1. Get 2 envelopes, 2 stamps, 2 pieces of paper.  

2. On each piece of paper write attention to the ―9 Supreme Court Justices‖. Express 

support of Brunson vs Alma S Adams et al, No.: 22-380. Sign your name and date it. You 

can write more. It‘s that simple. 

Here‘s a link to a template letter to personalize/print: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vpq-

CWbB7mAihrYbmFNVM0FDfIKKWWkg2Nt8HQSZ2oA/edit# 

3. You now have either 2 handwritten or printed copies.  

4. One copy goes into a stamped envelope addressed to: Supreme Court of the United 

States, 1 First Street, NE, Washington, DC 20543. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/12/juan-o-savin-scotus-update-dec-29-must-video-3650758.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/12/juan-o-savin-scotus-update-dec-29-must-video-3650758.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/12/juan-o-savin-scotus-update-dec-29-must-video-3650758.html
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=214207
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=214207
https://rumble.com/v22i7qo-brunson-brothers-will-justice-ever-be-served-brunson-brothers.html
https://rumble.com/v22i7qo-brunson-brothers-will-justice-ever-be-served-brunson-brothers.html
https://youtu.be/vnSgPkbaDqk
https://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/shofar-a-heavenly-trumpet-the-voice-of-god-on-the-lips-of-the-brunsons/
https://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/shofar-a-heavenly-trumpet-the-voice-of-god-on-the-lips-of-the-brunsons/
https://rumble.com/v22i7qo-brunson-brothers-will-justice-ever-be-served-brunson-brothers.html
https://rumble.com/v22i7qo-brunson-brothers-will-justice-ever-be-served-brunson-brothers.html
https://t.me/JenniferMac/194
https://rumble.com/v202itp-juan-o-savin-did-you-send-your-letters.html
https://rumble.com/v22stsa-loy-brunson-scotus-update-more-than-50000-letters-already-received.html
https://rumble.com/v22stsa-loy-brunson-scotus-update-more-than-50000-letters-already-received.html
https://rumble.com/v202itp-juan-o-savin-did-you-send-your-letters.html
https://rumble.com/v202itp-juan-o-savin-did-you-send-your-letters.html
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5. One copy goes into a stamped envelope addressed to: Loy & Raland Brunson, 4287 

South Harrison Blvd. #132, Ogden, Utah 84403. They‘re counting your letters! *Add $1 

dollar to say thanks. 

6. URGENT, the case is slated for JANUARY 6th. Mail your letters! 

7. Share with friends & family. 

B. Global Currency Reset: 

 Bruce received confirmation that Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) will be notified Mon. 

afternoon 2 Jan, or Tues. before noon, with exchanges beginning Tues. afternoon 3 

Jan. 

 Several Intel providers including Snake and Capt Kyle, were saying that everything 

(on the Global Currency Reset) was programmed to go right after Jan. 1
st
 2023 when 

Basel 4 hit, along with the QFS and NESARA/ GESARA. 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. Mark Z: “I am still hearing great things that this will be our last few 

days and our last poor weekend. None of us know for certain but the chatter is 

exceptionally good.‖ ...Tues. 27 Dec. MarkZ: “The Central Bank of Iraq has frozen 

accounts and were not letting people withdraw or deposit until 2 Jan. 2023.”…Thurs. 

evening 29 Dec. MarkZ: ―Medical Debt was being erased in Ohio and Illinois. Is your 

town next? Rumors are its going to spread to Pennsylvania. They are  buying 

your debt at a discount. Where is the money coming from? Perhaps this is a 

slow roll out of NESARA.‖ 

 Iraqi citizens have been celebrating their revaluation according to their domestic News 

Announcements.  

 Texas Snake on Telegram Revival of America: “My source has alerted me that he has 

been advised to keep his Redemption Staff at the ready as we enter this week. From what 

we understand the (Iraqi) Parliament has agreed on a budget and has passed it along to 

the Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) and their approval will establish a new rate in country and 

our exchange rate should be higher.‖  

 It was believed that last week Dubai 1 and 2 paid out to Sovereign Buyers; Yellow, 

Gold and Red Dragon Bonds and German Bonds were released, along with the codes and 

funds release. Global Currency Reset Funds have been released, with some paid out. The 

funds can‘t go backward. Tier4B (us, the Internet Group) were in line to be notified for 

appointments in the near future. 

 NESARA/GESARA was said to have started Sun-Mon 25, 26 Dec. Many Social 

Security recipients have received letters showing a significant increase in their checks 

beginning Jan. 1 2023.  

 Sunday 1 Jan. 2023 would begin the Golden Jubilee Year across the Globe.  

 It was the goal to have all currencies of the world exchanging at a 1:1 with each other 

by March 2023 – a situation expected to last up to five years. 



C. Thurs. 29 Dec. 2022 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456# 

 Birth certificate, marriage and divorce certificates have been tradable commodities on 

the open market. Those monies were now converted to bonds and those bonds will be 

paid back to us as restitution.  

 Also, Taxes you paid, interest paid on loans, credit card interest and mortgage interest 

paid will be paid back.  

 That restitution is supposed to start for those age 61 and older around the 16
th

 of 

January.  

 Ages 46-60 will receive their monies some time in Feb.  

 Those ages 24-48 will receive a lesser amount, possibly in March.  

 There was a requirement to receive that money and that was not to quit your job.  

 The monies will be paid in a direct deposit to your bank account. If you are on Social 

Security it will come to you that way. 

 The amount is payable to you per year for 11 years starting mid January for those 61 

and older. 

 Tier 3 Bond Holders: Monies were moving into Bond Holder accounts as we speak. The 

amount in those Bond Holder accounts is Quatro sextillion dollars.  

 Bond Holders would receive monies in their accounts on Thurs -Fri-Sat-Sunday 1 Jan.  

 Bond Holders would receive 1% access to those accounts on Monday afternoon 2 Jan.  

 Bond Holder monies will be paid out as a structured account. 

 Tier 4B: Banks have been telling people that the Contract Rate on the Dinar would be up 

on the front banks screens on Tues. 3 Jan. and they could exchange then. 

 Banks have been showing active rates for the Dinar on the front screens for the last few 

days. 

 The Front Screen Rate on the Dinar was the same as crude oil per barrel price (within 

$2 each way). 

 The higher Back Screen Rate on the Dinar was the Contract Rate and would be 

available at the Redemption Center, even to Zim Holders. 

 Bruce received confirmation that Tier 4B will be notified Monday afternoon 2 Jan, 

or Tues. before noon, with exchanges beginning Tues. afternoon 3 Jan. 

 Part of the reason we didn’t go this year was that the Star Link Satellite System 

needed to be integrated into three more countries.  

 All banks globally needed to be Basel 4 Compliant by Jan. 1 Sunday. Any banks not 

Basel 4 Compliant by Jan. 1 would not be part of the new banking system. 

 In mid March all currencies of the World will be on par 1:1 with each other. 

 Charlie Ward was over GESARA and was expected to announce the GCR around New 

Years Eve. 

 It was not known when NESARA will be announced for the US. 

http://www.thebigcall.net/


 Zimbabwe with all of it‘s natural resources will be the richest country in the World and 

the Zim currency will be the currency for all of Africa. 

 Cell Towers have been retrofitted to receive Tesla Free Energy so it can be used in all 

homes. 

D. Patriot’s Opinions: 

 Wed. 28 Dec. 2022 11:35 pm EST CaptKyle Patriots: ―I was trying to pay my rent and 

the check wasn‘t going through on the 23rd of December. I thought that‘s weird, I 

wonder is the bank is down? So, I called this morning and the lady I spoke with 

confirmed that the system was down over the holiday. This includes yesterday, so the 

past five days, and that was the reason it did not go through last Friday Dec 23rd. Also, 

they said they were not going to charge any overdraft fees – this time because of the 

trouble I had on Friday. Then said their system was down during those five days and the 

NEW system went live this morning Wed. 28 Dec. I asked if the ―new‖ system she was 

referring to was the QFS. She paused and said, ―Mr. Farah I‘m curious, how are you 

aware of that?‖ I said, ―I do a lot of research and I‘m well aware of the private currency 

revaluation that is expected in the next week or so. She said, and I quote ―Mr. Farah, yes 

the new system falls under the QFS. It has a diff name, but due to her training she 

remembers the term ―Quantum Financial System.‖ Then I said, ―Well, I know you can‘t 

really talk about the revaluation,‖ and she said ―Mr. Farah, all I can say is if we were on 

Face Time you would see the smile on my face!‖ She then asked, ―Concerning the smile 

on my face, does this mean that we will be seeing you in the near future?‖ I said, 

―Absolutely!!‖ She then said, ―Well, we‘re excited to see you have a very Happy New 

Year!‖ 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. Wildfirelady: THIS just my opinion. We will get notified somewhere 

near the first of the year and start appointments next week because (1.) Iraqi banks are 

closed til next week (2.) The CBI is waiting for the budget to be released (I think it's 

done but not telling everyone) and the rate is already set. (3.) European banks are closed 

until Mon. Jan 2
nd

. (4.) The QFS is already online and just waiting for the USN to 

officially gold/asset backed publicly AND (5.)  I believe some type of announcement is 

set around the first for Nesara/Gesara that will be the "shotgun start." Parts of Nesara are 

appearing all of the time. This way they have made it easier for when the announcement 

is made and accept it. For some people to say "Guess what? I just had my debts 

cancelled" being a proof of Nesara as we go forward giving people proof will spread like 

wildfire. Just my humble opinion.‖ 

E. Wed. 28 Dec. Excerpts from Jared’s Conference Call:  

 “We are minute-by-minute for announcement of NESARA/GESARA, the Gold Standard 

and then activation of the private R/V GCR.‖ 

 When NESARA/GESARA was announced, the Gold standard had to be announced for 

it to be activated or invoked. The real ―People‘s Rainbow currency will start. The fiat FRN 

or Federal Reserve Notes have to go bye-bye!! 



 After the Gold Standard, then the R/V GCR that is private. 

 “There is really NO good news that has been coming out from the “Forces of Light”, it 

has all been the dark side.” This does not mean the Forces of Light is not winning or is not 

doing anything, they just do not want to announce to the public or the Dark Side what 

successes they have, for the betterment of these operations. 

 The new financial system is up and running. It has already been tested. The Starlink, and 

the QFS, Quantum Financial System is the name and on the over 3,000 low orbit satellites 

up there. 

 There are about 200 countries that have announced their Gold Standard, America is 

NOT one of them yet. There have been issues here, but are being taken care of. But THIS 

WILL happen for America; soon. 

 The Alliance has cleared out the rot or the “Bad Apples” for this to happen. There is 

NOT many Deep State Rats or illuminati left to do anything. They are offering to the 

Alliance trillions now, for amnesty of their crimes.  It will NOT be accepted. This is fiat 

dollars that is not worth much, anyway. 

 Big Note: Many intelligence providers talked about the Big Ebola outbreak scare, that they 

put as started in Africa already. IT IS NOT TRUE!!  More stories to put fear into the public. 

 NOT REAL: the fight at GITMO story is fake! 

 All Congressmen & Women have been taken down that were traders, & and supporting 

actors have been taken out too. This includes all illuminati that had a part in the control of 

humanity. THE WAR HAS BEEN WON! 

 Still from last week. The means we have to initiate NESARA/GESARA before the Deep 

State Rats or banking illuminati wants to initiate their ―Digital Currency or the so called 

CBDC or Central Bank Digital Currency. They want to do this on the first of the year 

1/1/2023!! 

F. Mon. 19 Dec. 2022 (updated 27 Dec.) The Global Currency Reset: The GCR, The Global 

Currency Reset - Quantum Financial System (QFS) - The Black Swan Event (Global Market 

Crash) Is Coming Soon! - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 GESARA NESARA TRUMPSARA is coming. Get ready for the (GCR) Global 

Currency Reset and (QFS) Quantum Financial System. ALL Banks worldwide are 

moving to (CBDCs) Central Bank Digital Currency right now.  

 The Central Banks are using crypto for the new QFS. Regulated ISO 20022 Cryptos 

like XRP, XLM, XDC, ALGO, IOTA, SHX, HBAR will change the world and 

EXPLODE 10X, 100X, 1,000X and even more. 

 Two different factors for the GCR event: Factor 1: The RV (the revaluation of world 

currencies) Factor 2: The Quantum Financial System 

 In order for rainbow coins, bonds or ISO20022 assets to start moving in value, 

physical precious metals must first undergo a reassessment! Once the new assessment 

is defined, the weight of compliance with Basel III + Bretton Woods 3 will bring 

legitimacy to everything else, triggering ISO20022 regulation. 

https://amg-news.com/the-gcr-the-global-currency-reset-quantum-financial-system-qfs-the-black-swan-event-global-market-crash-is-coming-soon/
https://amg-news.com/the-gcr-the-global-currency-reset-quantum-financial-system-qfs-the-black-swan-event-global-market-crash-is-coming-soon/
https://amg-news.com/the-gcr-the-global-currency-reset-quantum-financial-system-qfs-the-black-swan-event-global-market-crash-is-coming-soon/


 RV – The Redemption Team was pushing to get Global Currency Reset liquidity 

before Christmas. Redemption Center personnel were scheduled to work long hours all 

this and next week, except for Christmas Day. 

 The Alliance remained in charge and continued to make Mass Arrests across the 

globe, along with holding Military Tribunals at the US Capitol in Washington DC, 

GITMO and Antarctica. 

 An Overview for those who don’t know what this GCR/RV is all about: Most people 

think that these three things are basically the same event, this is not true. Each one is 

different. The GCR, the Global Currency Reset, has two separate factors or parts of the 

whole even. 

 The first factor: Two hundred and nine countries in the world signed a treaty in 2014 

and will restore the value of their currency through the Cross-border Interbank Payment 

System (CIPS) to be on par with all other nations in the world. This means that the value 

of one Dong will be equal to the value of one dollar or any other national currency. 

 The real value will be felt in international trade. The global reset means that trading 

Forex for profit will have little value as the reset will stabilize currencies and not be 

subject to currency manipulation by any government or corporation. It will also affect 

export markets, to accommodate a country‘s trade balance. Obviously, Fiat Currencies 

will never function in such a structured, internationally balanced. 

 The second factor: Quantum Financial System (QFS). To achieve this parity, some types 

of very smart economists created a mathematical formula (the Artificial Superintelligence 

QFS), to take a conglomeration of economic data, apply a standard value to each data 

point and arrive at a value for each country. 

 This value, compared to other countries, has more to do with the amount of 

currency circulating in that country than with the value of its currency. The use 

factor, of the amount of currency in a country‘s economy, must balance the problem of 

supply and demand for currency, maintaining a constant value in the international 

community – a problem of great importance to those who plan the world economy around 

monetary and economic parity and how to achieve it. 

G. News Highlights for Thurs. 29 Dec. 2022: 

 The discovery of Hunter Biden’s laptop at a repair shop began the information 

pathway to connections that are now just being realized by some. A timeline of events 

shows that the suppression of conservative voices, including that of the then-President of 

The United States, and the attacks on conservative Republicans, most notably Donald 

Trump, align with the attempts to silence and hide the information on the laptop. 

 When Elon Musk bought Twitter, he made a number of ground-breaking changes, but 

arguably the most impacting action he has taken is the release of the files recounting how the 

leaders at Twitter worked with the Biden administration to silence any voices or discussion 

about the laptop and the Biden family. BOOOM!!! After FBI Accused Of Biden Cover-Up – 

A New Report From Elon Musk Blows The Doors Wide Open - American Media Group 

(amg-news.com) 

https://amg-news.com/booom-after-fbi-accused-of-biden-cover-up-a-new-report-from-elon-musk-blows-the-doors-wide-open/
https://amg-news.com/booom-after-fbi-accused-of-biden-cover-up-a-new-report-from-elon-musk-blows-the-doors-wide-open/
https://amg-news.com/booom-after-fbi-accused-of-biden-cover-up-a-new-report-from-elon-musk-blows-the-doors-wide-open/


 JFK Secret Files, Glenn Beck: Beck: "JFK expert on SECRET files: ‗This was BIGGER 

THAN OSWALD‘" [17:49 video (cc)] 

 Trump Has it All, They’ve Already Capitulated: (VIDEO 46.27) President Trump Has It 

All! They've Already Capitulated...What You May Not Know about the END! It's Coming!  

 The Fall of the Cabal Videos, Parts 1-10: FALL OF CABAL – Discover the Criminal 

Network that Terrorizes Humanity - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 The Best Kept Secret of the Deep State - Episode 17 – Denazification: Operation 

Paperclip and the creation of NATO. https://rumble.com/v22l2vc-the-best-kept-secret-of-

the-deep-state-episode-17-denazification.html 

 Patriots, pay attention: We are pleased to introduce the GITMO TV to you. You'll find 

shocking revelations, highly private data, leaked documents and publications, as well as 

some indulgent material that many of you won't be able to handle. I strongly advise joining 

because they will be publishing every day. Keep in mind: "United we stand!" All directions 

lead to this channel. THE TRUTH WILL NOT STAY HIDDEN. Join if you are not scared: 

https://t.me/+8yY6W05QVfdhYmU0 …Donald J. Trump Live 

H. The Real News for Thurs. 29 Dec. 2022: 

 

 BLACK SUN / SWASTICA (symbol is thousands of years old and was stolen by the 

NAZIS to brand their party!: https://rumble.com/v1k8awz-black-sun-the-swastica-and-

the-inner-earth-explained.html 

 Antarctica and the Odin Departure New Swabia: (German: Neuschwabenland) was an 

Antarctic territory annexed by Germany within the Norwegian claim of Queen Maud 

Land, an area of Antarctica between 20°E and 10°W . Parties to the Antarctic Treaty have 

agreed to restrict human access to 16 areas of special scientific or environmental value in 

Antarctica. Video by Robert Sepehr: https://rumble.com/v22i5uw-antarctica-and-the-

odin-departure-robert-sepehr.html 

 FBI Accused of Biden Coverup, Musk Report Blows Doors Wide Open: BOOOM!!! 

After FBI Accused Of Biden Cover-Up – A New Report From Elon Musk Blows The 

Doors Wide Open - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Trump Did Something Five Years Ago, X22 Report: X22 Report — Episode 2959: 

Trump did Something 5 Years Ago, People Awake is their Greatest Fear | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

 Nuremberg 2 Real Response to COVID, And We Know: And We Know — 12.28.22: 

Nuremberg 2, Real Response to COVID, HRC Cabal, Trump on Title 42, Evil Groomers 

| Operation Disclosure Official 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. Denazification of Ukraine by Russian Army Update: 
https://rumble.com/v22xq8s-29.12.22-russian-defence-ministry-report-on-the-progress-

of-the-denazificat.html 

 

I. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax/ Drugs Hoax: 

 

 Fentanyl seizures at the border continue to spike, shatter records in 2022. Both 

Mexican and American authorities have made record-setting busts near the border. 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=214223
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https://www.foxnews.com/us/fentanyl-seizures-border-continue-spike-shatter-records-

2022 

 Australian Researchers found Nigella Sativa (Black Seed Oil) may help in treatment for 

COVID-19 infection 

 Johns Hopkins U Confirms You Can Be Vaccinated with a PCR Swab Test Without 

Knowing 

 Evidence for a connection between coronavirus disease-19 and exposure to 

radiofrequency radiation from wireless communications including 5G 

 Google Translates "cor ona virus" from Latin to English it means “heart attack 

virus.” So the vaccines are creating blood clots causing Coronary Artery Heart Diseases. 

The word "Corona" also here. This is why cardiac deaths are EXPLODING right now. 

 Dr. Vincent Carroll is calling for an investigation into a potential link between the 

Covid Vaccines and Monkey Pox. 

 

J. TikTok is banned on all mobile devices owned by the White House. In addition, 

lawmakers and staffers must now remove TikTok from all cell phones owned by the House of 

Representatives and are prohibited from downloading the popular app to those devices, 

according to an internal memo obtained by NBC News. The memo, sent Tuesday by Catherine 

L. Spindor, chief administrative officer of the House of Representatives, says the ban comes after 

her office's cybersecurity department deemed TikTok "highly dangerous to users because of a 

number of security risks." 

 

K. KatistheSea: The Storm Rider Kat istheSea3 (anonup.com) 

 FAUCI covered up HIV being a BIOWEAPON in the 80s; covered up real treatments for 

HIV; covered up FAKE HIV treatments that killed people; covered up CANCER virus 

that infect VACCINES stock piles WW; created GAIN OF FUNCTION in Covid-19 & 

proceeding Strains and created the killer Vaccines. 

 Exposing Fauci exposed people behind the scenes who, because of their investments, 

covered for Big Pharma – we were talking such World leaders and organizations as the 

NIH, CDC, WHO, Gates, GPM, CIA, Clintons and Obama. 

 There was a staggering effect of compromised World Leaders behind the Pandemic 

and Banking System who tied back to Blackmail, Epstein, Mossad and Five Eyes 

intelligence agencies. 

 Meet the Satanic Deep State Fauci Family: 
-Fauci tortures humans & animals to create bioweapon viruses 

-His NIH wife CERTIFIES his bioweapons 

-His TWITTER daughter CENSORS any negative discussion about the bioweapons 

L. Vatican, Pope Francis control the World Central Banks and lead the Blackmailing of Elites 

through their International Child Sex Trafficking, Pedophilia, Child Sacrifice, Organ and 

Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring. 

 

Judy Note: Below are 30 articles regarding Vatican Crime published in the five years between 

Wed. 17 May 2017 and Thurs. 29 Dec. 2022 (titled ―Pope Francis Exposed‖ and ―Vatican, 

Global Elites Found Guilty of Child Sacrifice‖ – in two years of trial overseen by six 
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international judges of the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels) – the 

dramatic news of which never made it into the Mainstream Media.  

 

That first 2017 article resulted in me getting kicked out as a reporter for the online newspaper 

The Examiner (with all my articles erased), though I then had the opportunity to switch over to 

the most read newspaper on the Web, Before It‟s News. Of interest were the negative comments 

below the articles, the majority of which were obviously written by Trolls.  

 

That first 2017 article had stated: ―Since 2013 over 60 eyewitnesses have testified against well 

known global leaders, claiming that on a regular basis they were kidnapping children and youth 

for the purpose of holding pedophile parties that included human sacrifice. The Ninth Circle rites 

were said organized and sponsored by an office at the Vatican. In two separate trials six judges at 

the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels handed down guilty verdicts on 

various global elites including Pope Francis and the former Pope Joseph Ratzinger – who then 

immediately resigned from his office.‖ 

 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. 2022 Pope Francis Exposed, Part 2: Pope Francis EXPOSED - Part 2: 

Italian Abortionist Praised by Francis & Praise for Pro-LGBT Cardinal 

 Thurs. 28 Oct. 2021Catholics, Government Kidnapped, Tortured, Killed Well Over 

60,000 Native Women & Children: Catholics, Government, Elites Kidnapped, 

Tortured, Killed Native Women, Children – well over 60,000 | Canada | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 7 June 2021 Pope Francis Admits to Deceiving, Promoting Mark of the Beast, 

Blackmailing World Leaders: https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2021/06/pope-francis-

admits-to-deceiving-followers-promoting-mark-of-the-beast-blackmailing-world-leaders-

3236071.html 

 Fri. 4 June 2021 Vatican Coverup of Child Death Camps, Mass Graves: Queen 

Elizabeth, Canada, Native Chiefs, Vatican, CIA Cover Up of Child Death Camps, Mass 

Grave Sites | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 2 June 2021 Vatican Led Genocide of Over 60,000 Native Children: Vatican, 

Canadian Gov, Pfizer, Bayer, Eli Lilly Genocide of 60,000 Native Children | Politics | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 8 March 2019 Vatican Blackmail of World Leaders, Child Sacrifice: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2019/03/vatican-no-longer-blackmails-world-leaders-

though-do-child-sacrifice-3070002 

 Fri. 1 March 2019 Vatican Child Sacrifice, Pedophilia, Global Banking System: 

Child Sacrifice, Pedophilia and the Global Banking System | Crime All-Stars | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 27 Feb. 2019 Vatican Satanic Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult: Vatican‘s 

Satanic Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult: the Latest | Crime All-Stars | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 
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 Fri. 22 Feb. 2019 Vatican Sets Child Sacrifice for 23 Feb. in Rome: Vatican Sets 

Child Sacrifice for Feb. 23 in Rome | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 1 Jan. 2019 Pope Francis Convicted of Child Rape, Murder: Pope Francis 

Convicted of Child Rape, Murder | Religion | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 13 Jan. 2019 Child Sacrifice Rite to Remove Pope Francis: Child Sacrifice Rite 

to Remove Pope Francis prior to Feb. 23 | Celebrities | Before It's News  

 Sat. 15 Dec. 2018 Bush, Clintons, Vatican, Royals, Hollywood, CIA, UK PM, 

Baptists into Pedophilia:  Bush, Clintons, Vatican, Royals, Hollywood, CIA, UK PM, 

Baptists into Pedophilia | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 27 Nov. 2018 CIA and Vatican Control of Global Monetary System Through 

Child Exploitation:  CIA-Vatican Control of the Global Monetary System Through 

Child Exploitation | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 28 Sept. 2018 Bishops Disown Vatican for Child Rape, Sacrifices, Trafficking: 

Bishops Disown Vatican for Child Rape, Sacrifices, Trafficking | Celebrities | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 24 Aug. 2018 Pope Francis Faces Possible Arrest While Thousands Irish Poor 

Families Jailed For His Visit: Pope Francis Faces Arrest While Thousands of Irish Poor 

Families, Children Jailed | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 22 Aug. 2018 CIA and Vatican Torturing, Trafficking Children: CIA/Vatican 

Torturing and Trafficking of Children | Celebrities | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 21 Aug. 2018 Vatican Guilty of Pedophilia, Child Sacrifice?: Vatican Guilty of 

Pedophilia, Child Sacrifice? | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 13 Aug. 2018 New Pope Crowned as Francis Issued Arrest Warrant: New 

Pope Expected to Be Crowned as Francis Is Issued Arrest Warrant | Celebrities | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 24 June 2018 Pope, Vatican Face Charges on Reign of Terror: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/06/pope-vatican-face-charges-on-its-reign-of-

terror-while-enforcing-a-media-blackout-2475413.html 

 Fri. 22 June 2018 Pope Francis Avoids Arrest, Child Sacrifice Cancelled: Pope 

Francis Avoids Arrest as Child Sacrifice Cancelled | Celebrities | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 19 June 2018 Queen, Vatican, Canadian Government Murdering Witnesses to 

Child Murders: Queen Elizabeth, Vatican, Canadian Government Murdering Witnesses 

to Child Murders | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 30 May 2018 Pope Francis to be Arrested for Child Trafficking: Pope Francis 

to Be Arrested for Child Trafficking, Homicide | Celebrities | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 
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 Thurs. 24 May 2018 Vatican Pedophile Ring: Vatican Pedophile Ring, Child 

Trafficking, Mass Graves and Missing Children | Celebrities | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 19 May 2018 Child Mass Gravesite at Vancouver U Linked to Vatican: Child 

Mass Gravesite Found at Vancouver University | Celebrities | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon.  14 May 2018 Vatican, Clinton, Soros and Other Global Elites Named in Child 

Rape, Homicides: Vatican, Clinton, Soros, Global Elites Named in Child Rape, 

Homicides | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 27 April 2018 Vatican Led Child Holocaust: Vatican-Led Child Holocaust 

Surfaces, Covered Up | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 26 April 2018 Pope Francis Plans Child Sacrifice: Pope Francis Plans Child 

Sacrifice for June 21 | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 15 May 2017 Cult Arrested with Caged, Abused Babies and Body Parts, 

Released Without Charges: Cult Arrested with Caged Abused Babies and Body Parts 

Released Without Charges | Celebrities | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 17 May 2017 Vatican, Global Elites Found Guilty of Child Sacrifice: Vatican, 

Global Elites Found Guilty of Child Sacrifice | Celebrities | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) Since 2013 over 60 eyewitnesses have testified against well known 

global leaders, claiming that on a regular basis they were kidnapping children and youth 

for the purpose of holding pedophile parties that included human sacrifice. The Ninth 

Circle rites were said organized and sponsored by an office at the Vatican. In two 

separate trials six judges at the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels 

handed down guilty verdicts on various global elites including Pope Francis and the 

former Pope Joseph Ratzinger – who then immediately resigned from his office. 

M. Must Watch Videos: 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. SCOTUS Update, Juan O Savin: Juan O Savin SCOTUS Update Dec 

29! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. Situation Update: Situation Update: US Inc. Inching Closer To Nuclear 

Standoff With Russia! But, Why? All The Conspiracy Theories Turning Out To Be True! 

Digital Slavery/Deep State CBDC! Putin Rescuing Thousands Of American Children In 

Ukraine! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 28 Dec. Situation Update: Situation Update - Switzerland DUMBS Being 

Cleaned Out! Biden Regime Put US In Direct War With Russia! SCOTUS Prevents 

Lifting Of Title 42! Economy Crashing! CV19 Pandemic Of The Vaccinated To Increase 

Globally In Winter? - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 
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 Tues. 27 Dec. Charlie Ward: Charlie Ward: Urgent! It's About to Go Down!! Get 

Ready, Folks!! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. Shariraye Shocking News: New Shariraye Shocking News Dec 29. 

2022 | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. UN/WEF Announce Lockdown of All Major Cities, Alex Jones: 

UN/WEF Officially Announce Lockdown Of All Major Cities To ―Save The Climate‖! - 

Alex Jones | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 29 Dec. Military and Trump Are in Control, Q Stream: Q Stream Dec 29 > 

The Military & Trump Are In Control! Thanks SGAnon & Juan O Savin! - Must Video | 

Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

N. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

O. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/12/charlie-ward-urgent-its-about-to-go-down-get-ready-folks-video-3786198.html
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P. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It‟s not about the money. It‟s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

Q. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what‟s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 29, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/12/29/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-december-29-2022/


Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 28, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 27, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 26, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 23, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 22, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 
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